is factored into independent components rather than being allowed to accumulate along the m b t ' s travel trajectory. This approach to managing metrical uncertainty means our method will scale more effectively than previous methods to very large environments.
~NIROIIUCTIOV
Many siniullaneour locali/.~litiii and mapping (SIAM) methods have the gual of huilding 3 glohal metrirnl map of the environment u,ithin a single frame of reference II I-141.
Although thcse mcthodr have improied dmnlalically over the pasi few years. they arc still afflicted with [he prohlrm of cumulatii'e distonions in the mnp and rohot p u d h n . along with the rclald proh1r.m of data a>socialim and the cloiing of Iargc loops. If a mapping algonthni us?, s single ma*imum-iikelihod map, 11 cm h e very diflicult to mover from premature commitment to an erroneous map.
On the other hand. mempiin! io maintain a distrihution over ihe spacr of maps is cxpensi\,e 111 space a i d lime. nnd is vulncrahlc to sppmximation failures wuh as panicle depletion 151.
A topological map ah\lrJcts the cnvirunmcnt to a discrete gmph in which nodes rcpmscnt places and edges represent p31h sepimts linking the places. Thc topological imp reprcscnvatim pru\ ides a very concise representation for individual maps. which is psnicularly important when considering multiplc niap, 2nd u,hen cxpl.irauon requires discriminating among qualiwlircly distinct SlNCtura~ hy- In this paper, we show how to use an accurate hyhrid topological map as a skeleton for building an accurate global metrical map. Our method solves the loop-closing problem in the topological map, where structurally distinct alternative maps can he concisely represented, and where an efficient topological version of Markov localization, along with topological axioms, can he used to refute incorrect maps [61, [101-[121. Metrical uncertainty is factored into independent components rather than being allowed to accumulate along the m b t ' s travel trajectory. This approach to managing metrical uncertainty means our method will scale more effectively than previous methods to very large environments.
OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND
The major innovation in this paper is the ability to factor the uncertainty in the map into local metrical uncertainty (which is handled well by existing SLAM methods), global topological uncertainty (which is handled well by existing topological maplearning methods), and global metrical uncertainfy (which can be handled effectively once the other types of uncertainty are factored out).
Our approach builds on many existing methods. To represent metrical maps, we use occupancy grids [I31 rather than landmark-based maps 1141 in order to use all of the information in the range sensor signal, instead of abstracting the environment to a pre-specified set of landmark types.
To build local memcal maps online, we use existing SLAM methods based on Markov localization and implemented using pmicle filters [15] to represent the pose action model dishihution P(ztlut,zt-1) (used in Figure I ).
Local metrical maps avoid difficult localization problems such as closing large loops, so we can use efficient methods that maintain a single maximum likelihood map hypothesis. We apply this local metrical mapping technique to maintain a "scrolling map" around the mho1 as it explores. The scrolling map can he used as an observer providing more accurate local state estimates for local control laws and for analyzing the local topology of place neighborhoods.
To identify and characterize place neighborhoods, we build Voronoi graph descriptions [I61 of the scrolling map, looking for nodes in the Voronoi graph whose edges lead off the scrolling map. This trims small terminal edges from the Voronoi graph, and allows us to describe the "local topology'' (e.g., L, T, t, etc.) of each place neighborhood 161.
To build the large-scale topological map, we use "local topologies" to build a tree of all possible topological maps consistent with exploration experience [6] , pruning the tree when the maps are inconsistent with topological axioms [IO] , [Ill. The axioms are expressed in a nonmonotonic logic, so prioritized circumscription provides a simplicity-based preference ordering over remaining consistent maps [IO]. In future work, we plan to incorporate weak metrical constraints to define a probability ordering over consistent maps. Path planning can either use the most preferred consistent map or, if the goal is differential diagnosis of the set of map hypotheses, all the consistent maps at the leaves of the tree of maps.
To solve rhe loop closing pmblem for global metrical maps we factor the problem into (a) the selection of the corrcct topological map, and (h) the construction of the global metrical map given the correct topological map. If each place has a reliably perceived label, even with substantial ambiguity (i.e., perceptual aliasing), continued exploration can reliably determine the correct topological mdp [17]- [19] , except in pathologically symmetrical environments. This can be expressed as a topological version of Markov localization 1121. In realistic environments, with rich sensors, the label set is larger, and localization becomes faster and more reliable, making it possible to learn accurate place recognition from sensory images 1121.
Given the correct topological map. we segment exploration erperience at points selected each time the robot's trajectory passes through an individual place neighborhood.
Each segment of experience then describes motion from one place neighborhwd to another along a particular path segment. Existing state-of-the-art SLAM methods applied to the scrolling map can build a local metrical map of that path segment, and the trajectory through it, in the frame of reference of the initial place neighborhood.
Given exploration along individual path segments, the global metrical map can he found hy I) estimating displacements between pairs of connected places, 2) finding a global layout of places from the local displacemcnts, 3)
calculating the global trajectories along each path segment anchored by the global place locations, 4) using the new global trajectory as a highly accurate proposal distribution for the posterior probability distribution over poses and maps. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section describes the theory behind the Bayesian network leading up to the proposal distribution. Section IV describes several alternative implementation strategies. We then lay out the preliminary strategy we used to produce the results in Section V. Section VI discusses related work, and finally we present some concluding remarks. The task of building metrical maps is often described as finding [he posterior (or maximum likelihood) over m and x in P(x,mlz,u) with the following symbol definitions. Markov localization within a single frame of reference: P(ztJut,st--l) and P(ztlrt,m) . Simultaneou~ localzatioo and mapping (SLAM) combines lwdization with one of a number of mapping methcds. far computing P(mlr, z, U).
B. Global Topological Map and Local Metrical Maps
The topological map abstracts the environment by identifying a discrete set of places. We can define a local frame of reference at each place and build local metrical maps that model the place neighborhood. We divide the robot's experience into disjoint segments of travel from one place to another. by breaking the experience at distinguished time-points when the robot is in the neighborhood of a particular place.
Let T represent the topological description of the environment created from observations. lhis description consists of the following entities. Along with these observed quantities that comprise r,
we define some non-local metrical quantities that will be estimated. 
xp

C. Building rhe Global Merricol Map
Our theory is based on the graphical model in Figure 3 . Note that it contains instances of the simple graphical model (Figure 1 ) for the local metrical map associated with each travel between two adjacent places (at the top of the figure), plus one more for the global metrical map (at the bottom).
The joint probability of the pose history x and the map m can be decomposed as P (x,mlz,u) 
which is just an application of the chain rule for probabil- We wish to find a pmposol distribution over x which matches the posterior distribution well. First, to include the effect of possible environmental topologies on pose estimation, we integrate over the space of topologies (marginalization). = P ( x~? , z , u ) . P ( ?~z , u ) d?
P(xIz,u)
Since the correct topology r has been identified and is given, only one topology r has nonzero probability.'
Now we can marginalize over the poses of places x and their estimated displacements A.
P(XlZ,u,T) = P (XjX, X, z, u, r)P(X1A, z, u, r) .
JJ
We can simplify the first term of the integral by noting X = X(z,u).
P(xlx, A, Z , U , T ) = P(XlX> Z , U , T ) ( 5 )
'This paper assumes lhat a unique topological map has been found before global metrical mapping begins. However, the two processes mold be ioterlerleaved. During exploration, the number of piausihle topologies would be finite (and probably quite small). Thus, the inlegal in equation (2) becomes a summation thaf muld be feasible to evaluate wen without a Vniqve topological map. the robot in the center of the grid. Additionally, the local occupancy grid allows efficient local path planning to move around obstacles while traveling between places.
B. Computing 7
The local scrolling metrical map is used by the robot to determine when it is in a place. One requirement we impose on places is that the environment possesses suffi-I
C. Estimating F(X)
Given the topology r, we can compute F(X). Note that each A, corresponds to a single experience of a path segment. Since closing large loops is not an issue when considering a single path segment, traditional SLAM methods may be employed to estimate F(X) by decoupling it into a set of independent probabilities.
where A Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF) is an effective method for estimating [ x i , 0 ] f i i -, , the final robot pose at the end of an individual path segment, since particle depletion is not a major hazard along a single path segment.
Faster and simpler methods to estimate this distribution are to use just the action model (at the cost of larger variance) or incremental maximum likelihood mapping methods (higher bias) to estimate the final robot pose. All three methods result in a sample-based approximation of X i . For our current implementation, we use an incremental maximum likelihood method, and we model each Fi as a Gaussian.
D. Estimating G(x)
When F(X) is represented as a Gaussian, an Extended Kalman Filter is a simple way to approximate G(x). The idea is to consider the xp as landmarks which are observed one at a time, by a robot taking actions A; between observing the landmarks pi-1 and p i . This is essentially the classic approach of Smith, Self, and Cheeseman [ZII.
We can also evaluate G(x) for an arbitrary distribution of F(X). Note that for a particular value of x. P ( x J X , r )
will only he non-zero for a single value of A, namely when is a Dirac delta function, and we get a simple expression for C(x).
each X i = (f3xpr,,.(t,-,)) @ x p l o e e ( t i ) .
Hence, P(xIX,.r) "
G ( x ) = nFd(f3x,ia,(t._,)) @xpioee(t.)) (15)
In our implementation, a greedy hill-climbing search quickly converges to a local maximum of G(x). 
E. Estimating H ( z )
Given G(x). we can estimate H ( x ) using an EKE While this approach is sound, it requires more computation than necessary to produce a functional estimate of H(x). To create a distribution, we attach some uncertainty to each pose x t . This is accomplished by an ad-hoc action model that creates an uncertainty that grows along a path segment starting at xt--l,0 and then collapses at the next place xt,o. l'he action model could he applied in both directions and combined in order to obtain maximum uncertainty midway through the path segment and less uncertainty at the endpoints. A more principled approach is to run a RacBlackwellized particle-filtering algorithm, using H ( z ) as the proposal: p (z,mlz,z) =p(m1x,z,u) .H(z). However, in Section V, we show that in practice the exact xt values derived from the above interpolation adequately approximates the mode of the posterior.
V. EXPERIMENT
We tested our preliminary implementations of F(X), G(x) , and H ( x ) in an office environment approximately 40 meters across (Figure 4) . The environment contains 9 places and 6 paths (12 path segments) with 4 distinct local topologies. Considering the I4 uavel actions that linked the 15 possible places, we actually close 4 loops of various sizes. The data for this experiment is available online [28].
The robot used in this experiment was an iRohot Magellan Pro with a SICK PLS laser range finder used for perception. Figure 5 (a) shows the occupancy grid created when raw odometry is used. Along path segments, odometly is Because the robot is localizing within a hounded map, a limited and fixed amount of computation is required at each step. The figure shows how localization in the local map reduces odometry error hut does not prevent its accumulation over time and travel. In this moderate-sized and wheel-friendly environment, existing techniques are available to correct e m r s of the size shown here. However, our techniques are designed to apply to larger environments with weaker odometly and more accumulated error.
Local maps are saved on each occasion the robot enters a place, making for a total of I5 local maps shown in We use the corrected odometry from the scrolling map to determine F(X), which in tum leads to G ( x ) . Figure 6 shows the layout of the x found by hill-climbing.
Using the x we find through hill-climbing, we can generate a set of xt that represent the robot's poses in the global frame of reference. Building a map using laser readings, zt. at each zt (from H ( z ) ) , we get Figure 7 .
Clearly, using this as a proposal distribution for any stateof-the-art SLAM algorithm will yield bener results than when using raw odomelry or "corrected" odomelry from maximum likelihood maps.
VI. RELATED WORK
Most related work has been discussed previously, especially in Section E.
Atlas IS] and CTS 191 are the current mapping systems that are most similar to our work, They create local landmark-based maps with different local frames of reference and overlapping sets of landmarks. The topological map is implicit in the overlap between adjacent local maps. They essentially maintain a single topological map hypothesis, with a bias against false-positive place matches (and hence toward non-closing loops). By contrast, we exploit the conciseness of the topological map representation to maintain all possible topological map hypotheses, evaluating them for simplicity and (in future work) global metrical plausibility. [27] also take a hierarchical approach to building a global memcal map. They define a small set of indistinguishable "significant places" (by having aJhuman operator press a button). Odometry and sensor data is first used to obtain an approximate layout of the coarse-grained map of "significant places" (essentially C(x)). This includes estimating the relative likelihood of different placematch hypotheses. After this, a fine-grained map is created using this skeleton as a starting point. However, their method implicitly computes a maximum-likelihood loopclosure hypothesis simultaneously with estimating G(x), making the map vulnerable to the failure of that hypothesis. By wnbast, we explicitly compute all possible topological maps, to be able to evaluate them for consistency with topological axioms before ordering the survivors according to preference criteria of simplicity and probability.
"11. CONCLUSIONS
Accurate global metrical maps can be created in a scalable way by factoring the robot's uncertainty into local metrical uncertainty (which can be handled by existing SLAM methods), global topological uncertainty (which can he handled by recently developed topological mapping methods), and global metrical uncertainty. Global metrical pose uncertainty can then be handled in three stages, first by using local metrical models to estimate the displacement between topological places, second by estimating the global layout of the places, and third by interpolating the poses along each path segment. This defines a very accurate Fig. 7 . Map built after hillclimbing to hod a good sample in C ( x ) . then scaling corrected odommy (fmm Figure 5@) ) along each path segment.
The estimated positions of the mbot are shown as well proposal distribution H ( z ) on the trajectories. Figure 7 shows that a map built on a trajectory drawn from this distribution is highly accurate.
While there are certainly many improvements to be made in the component metrical mapping technologies, we believe that the greatest research gains are to be found from improvements in topological mapping methods, including (a) better constraints and preference criteria for searching the space of all topological maps, and (b) the development of topological mapping methods appropriate to different types of environments.
